Introduction

Let graph ( , )
T V E be a tree with n  V , and ) (u d Figure 1 ), ( , ) Fn (see Figure 2 ) and ( , ) Hn (see Figure 3 ), respectively. When 1    n , it is the graph [4] put forward a modified Wiener index defined as
Motivated by the analogy between equation (1) and (2), Gutman et al. [5] extended the definitions of ) (T W and
is defined as the variable modified Wiener index of T . This index introduce the parameter  , there is research show that the optima value of  gives the smallest standard error of estimate in the structure-boiling point modelling of isomeric octane [6] . [7] . I. Gutman et al. [5] determined the path has the maximum variable Wiener index in trees when 0   . M.H. Liu et al. [8] obtained the ) , (  n C has the maximum variable Wiener index of trees with given maximum degree 2 n  .
In this paper, we obtain the second largest variable Wiener index of trees with given maximum degree 2 n   by using the method of control variables and computer programming.
The Second Largest Variable Wiener Index of Trees with Given Maximum Degree
In this section, we use the method of control variables and computer programming to obtain the conclusion.
Lemma 2.1[8] If
T is a tree with 2
, the equality holds if and only
Lemma 2.2[8] If
T is a tree with
Lemma 2.3 (Intermediate value theorem) Let
From the lemma 2.2, it is easy to know that the second largest variable Wiener index of trees is the larger one of
. Now we define the function and the equation: 
